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  In essence, advertising is one kind of marketing communication. Advertising 
expression is the art which can integrate many kinds of information symbols to 
maximize its persuasion effect. In addition, ads play a pivotal role in popularizing 
certain cultural values and influencing man’s consuming habit and behavior. 
Advertising expression is first impression the ads give the audience, and the cultural 
values lies behind it.  
In this paper, the author uses content analysis method to research all the residential 
real estate ads in Anjia magazine from 2005 to 2012 and emphasized on their 
expression and display of cultural values. The author divided the residential real estate 
into 2 kinds: common residence and villa, and then compared their characteristics. 
Research results indicate that residential real estate ads prefer using 2-page layout, 
effect-dominated picture without advertising model, long body copy and display of 
multi-appeal. Living conditions, news information, location of the real estate, 
landscape and its infrastructure are the top 4 primary appeals that appears most 
frequently. In terms of cultural values, nature, social status and mentioning western 
cultural symbols are the most popular items. On the whole, the ads use slightly more 
symbolic cultural values than utilitarian cultural values, more western values than 
Chinese values. 
Common residence ads and villa ads have common in many aspects, such as the 
use of effect-dominated picture and ads model, long body copy and display of 
multi-appeal, preference of symbolic cultural values and western values. But there are 
some differences in the choosing the primary ads appeal and significance of using 
symbolic cultural values and western values. 
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